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Abstract
This paper presents a new technique for rendering

caustics on non�Lambertian surfaces� The method
is based on an extension of the photon map which
removes previous restrictions limiting the usage to
Lambertian surfaces� We add information about the
incoming direction to the photons and this allows
us to combine the photon map with arbitrary re�
�ectance functions� Furthermore we introduce ba�
lancing of the photon map which not only reduces
the memory requirements but also signi�cantly re�
duces the rendering time� We have used the method
to render caustics on surfaces with re�ectance func�
tions varying from Lambertian to glossy specular�
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� Introduction

Caustics provides some of the most spectacular pat�
terns of light in nature� Caustics are formed when
light re�ected from or transmitted through a specu�
lar surfaces strikes a di�use surface� An example is
the caustic formed as light shines through a glass of
wine onto a table�

In traditional ray tracing ���	 di�use surfaces are
only illuminated by the light sources� Caustics which
are indirect illumination on the di�use surfaces are
not rendered at all� Even the stochastic ray tracing
methods �
� �	 cannot render caustics properly� In
order to integrate the computation of caustics into
ray tracing it is necessary to compute illumination
from light transmitted via specular surfaces� This
computation is in most situations very complex and
it has been solved only for a simple class of specular
objects ie� polygons ���	�� Mitchell et al� ���	 has
presented a very comprehensive technique and their

method is capable of handling caustics from implicit
surfaces� The method is unfortunately very complex
and also very time consuming�

Arvo ��	 extended the standard ray tracing algo�
rithm by introducing a preprocessing step in which
caustics are computed� This preprocessing step uses
backward ray tracing also known as light ray trac�
ing� illumination ray tracing and photon tracing� in
which packets of energy photons� are emitted from
the light sources in the scene towards the specular
surfaces� Each photon is re�ected by the specular
surfaces and stored on the Lambertian surfaces� The
main problem with this approach is computing the
intensity radiance� of the caustics� This value de�
pends upon the number of photons per surface area�
Arvo solved this problem by using illuminationmaps
which is an empty texture map divided into a large
number of small area�elements� As photons hit a
surface the energy is registered at the appropriate
area�elements� In this way the caustics are created
as textures on the Lambertian surfaces within the
scene� A problem with this approach is the fact that
a large number of photons must be used to elimi�
nate noise in the caustics� Heckbert ��	 introduced
a method that adaptively subdivided the illumina�
tion map into area elements rexes� with a size cor�
responding to the local density of the photon�hits�
Chen et al� ��	 and Collins ��	 use a �xed illumi�
nation map� To eliminate noise they use di�erent
�lter�kernels to spread the energy from each photon
onto several area�elements� Jensen et al� ��	 stored all
photon�hits explicitly in a photon map and avoided
using the illumination map� Instead they introduced
a new technique for estimating the number of pho�
tons per area by looking only on the distribution of
photons within the scene� Their method is capable
of handling complex objects ie� procedurally de�ned



objects� and the estimate is less prone to noise since
it can be seen as a low�pass �lter� The photon map
does however require large amounts of memory in
complex scenes�

In scenes with simple objects it is possible to avoid
the photon based approach� If the specular objects
are polyhedral backwards beam tracing ���� �
� ��	
can be used to render caustics on the Lambertian
surfaces� With backwards beam tracing the illumi�
nation map can be replaced by caustic polygons that
represent illumination from caustics on Lambertian
surfaces�

In bidirectional path tracing ���� ��	 the rendering
of caustics is signi�cantly improved compared to tra�
ditional path tracing ��	� The method is however still
purely stochastic and it still requires a large amount
of sample rays to produce results that are not too
noisy�
The most popular techniques today are clearly the

backward ray tracing techniques as introduced by
Arvo� These methods are often faster and more gen�
eral than other approaches and they are often used
in global illumination techniques ��� �� ��	 to render
caustics� They do unfortunately have one signi�cant
drawback � they are limited to Lambertian surfaces�
In many situations this is not a problem� However�
within global illumination where accurate rendering
is important the Lambertian assumption does not
always produces satisfying results� It is however dif�
�cult to eliminate the Lambertian assumption since
it removes the view independence of the caustics and
therefore complicates the storage of irradiance on the
surfaces�

In this paper we present a technique in which
we extend the photon map in order to store irra�
diance on surfaces with re�ection functions that are
non�Lambertian� We achieve this by extending the
information stored with each photon with the in�
coming direction of the photon� This allows us to
combine the photons with general bidirectional re�
�ectance distribution functions� We present results
which demonstrate rendering of caustics on surfaces
with re�ection functions ranging from Lambertian to
almost glossy specular�

� The Photon Map

The photon map represents a rough distribution of
light throughout the scene� It is created by emitting
a large number of photons from the light sources into
the scene� In ��	 the photon map is used not only to
simulate caustics but all kinds of illumination� We
are only interested in caustics and we therefore con�
struct a caustics photon map speci�cally aimed at

rendering caustics�
The caustics photon map is constructed by emit�

ting a large number of photons towards all the specu�
lar objects within the scene� Each time a photon hits
a surface two things happen� If the surface is di�use
the photon is stored in the photon map� and if the
surface has a specular component Russian roulette
is used to determine whether the photon should be
re�ected specularly or absorbed� In this way we ob�
tain an unbiased solution without have to trace each
photon through an in�nite number of specular re�ec�
tions�
Every photon is stored within the photon map� As

��	 we use a kd�tree ��	 to store the photons� While
rendering the scene we need a data�structure that
allows us to quickly locate photons within a given
volume� Furthermore we need a very compact data�
structure since we want to be able to use millions of
photons� This makes the kd�tree a natural choice� In
��	 the kd�tree was build on the �y as photons inter�
sected the surfaces within the scene� This strategy
can very easily result in a skew kd�tree that no longer
has optimal search times� Searching is performed
very often during rendering and we have found that
balancing the kd�tree before actually rendering the
scene signi�cantly reduces the rendering time in most
scenes� The balancing algorithm is performed af�
ter all the photons have been emitted� The photons
are stored in a linked list of large arrays each ar�
ray having �

�� photons�� The balancing algorithm
manipulates this data structure directly in order to
avoid having two copies of the photon map in mem�
ory� The balancing algorithm converts the unordered
list of photons into a balanced kd�tree by recursively
selecting the root node among the data�set as the
median element in the direction which represents the
largest interval� The existing data structure can be
reused since we use a heap structure to represent the
balanced tree� This completely eliminates the need
for child�pointers� Further information on how to
balance kd�trees can be found in ��	�
As mentioned a large number of photons might be

used in the photon map and it is necessary to use a
compact representation� We have decided to use the
following representation in which each photon only
uses �� bytes�

struct photon �

float position����

rgbe energy�

char theta�phi� �� incoming direction

short flags�

	



This representation is actually more compact than
the one presented in ��	 even though we have added
information about the incoming direction� The use
of a heap�like data�structure eliminates the need of
two child pointers which would otherwise increase
the memory requirements for each photon with �
bytes ����� The energy is represented as � �oats
packed into � bytes using the technique described in
���	�

� Rendering Caustics with the Photon Map

In standard ray tracing di�use surfaces are only illu�
minated by the light sources� By introducing the
photon map we have photons representing energy
from caustics deposited on these di�use surfaces� To
render the caustics we need to extract radiance in�
formation from the photon map� This means that
we must compute the density of the photons on all
area�elements within the scene� Assuming that we
have an intersection point x with normal �n and an
outgoing direction �r in which we want to compute
the radiance� Lr � by using the photon map� Lr can
be expressed as

Lrx��r� �

Z

all �i

frx��r��i�Lix��i�j�n ��ij d�i

��
where Li is the incoming radiance from the direction
�i� and fr is the bidirectional re�ectance distribution
function�

To compute the contribution Li we locate the N

photons with the shortest distance to x� If we as�
sume that each photon p represents a packet of en�
ergy �ux� ��p arriving at x from direction �i�p

then it is possible to integrate the information into
equation � as follows

Lrx��r� �

Z

all �i

frx��r��i�
d��ix��i�

dAd�i
d�i

�

NX
p��

frx��r��i�p�
��px��i�p�

�A
��

We use the same approximation of �A as ��	� That
is we take a sphere centered at x and expand it until
it contains N photons and has radius r� �A is then
approximated as

�A � �r� ��

and we can rewrite equation � as

Lrx��r� �
�

�r�

NX
p��

frx��r ��i�p���px��i�p�

��

� A Non�Lambertian Re�ection Model

In order to test the algorithm we need a re�ection
model capable of simulating non�Lambertian re�ec�
tion� Several comprehensive models exists for the
purpose of accurately simulating the physical behav�
ior of di�erent materials� However we are only inter�
ested in a simple model that can be used to validate
our algorithm� A suitable model was presented by
Schlick in ���	� This model is simple and it has the
very nice property that it provides a continuous tran�
sition from Lambertian re�ection to glossy specular
re�ection� We omit the usage of anisotropic re�ec�
tion even though nothing in our model prevents us
from simulating anisotropy� and use the following
BRDF�

fr �
��Gv�Gv��

�
�
Gv�Gv��

��vv�

�
�

� � �t� � t���

�


�
where the function G represents a geometrical self�
shadowing factor�

Gv� �
v

�� �v � v
��

and t � �n���r��i�
j�n���r��i�j

� v � �n � �r � v� � �n � �i and �

is the di�use�specular factor varying from � di�use�
to � specular��
To test our algorithmwith this re�ection model we

only have to modify one parameter� �� This value
determines whether the surface is di�use or specu�
lar� Our results in the following section refers to this
value as the di�use�specular component�

� Results and Discussion

We have implemented and tested our rendering al�
gorithm on a Silicon Graphics Onyx computer with
�GB RAM� Since our representation of the photon
map is quite memory e�cient we never needed the
�GB memory� In general we rendered caustics us�
ing approx� 
���MB for the photon map� Only in
extreme cases where the caustic is rendered on sur�
faces with a re�ection function approaching glossy
specular did we need a large number of photons� In
these cases we used approx� �����MB of memory for
the photon map�
Our �rst test case is shown in �gure �� This is

the standard model used to illustrate caustics� The



cardioid�shaped caustic is formed by placing a light
source on the edge of a cylinder which has a re�ec�
tive inner side� The incoming direction of the light
at the edge of the cardioid equals the tangent to the
cardioid� This information is quite useful when we
remove the Lambertian assumption from the receiv�
ing surface� It allows us to predict how the caustic
should look as the surface becomes more glossy� Fig�
ure � contains � rendered images showing how the
caustic looks as we change the di�use�specular com�
ponent of the surface from � to ����� As expected
the intensity of the caustic is reduced mostly in those
parts where the incoming direction of the light dif�
fers mostly from the incoming direction of the view�
ing ray� We used approx� ������� photons in all the
images corresponding to � MB of memory� The qual�
ity of the images can be improved slightly by using
more photons� The images have been rendered in
���x��� with � samples per pixel and the render�
ing time for the images was from left to right� ���
��� �� and �� seconds � just ray tracing the images
takes � seconds� The rendering time increases as the
surface becomes more glossy and the only reason for
this is the fact that the image sampling algorithm re�
quires more rays to render the caustic on the glossy
surface� Using a �xed number of samples per pixel
would make the rendering time the same for all the
images�

Our second test case �gure �� is a simple scene
demonstrating what happens with the caustic from
a glass sphere as the receiving surfaces become glossy�
As we can see the shape of the caustics is no longer
oval but curved� In this scene we had to use approx�
�
����� photons to obtain a nice caustic � using
fewer photons makes the caustic look more blurred�
The image was rendered in ���x��� with � samples
per pixel and the rendering time was ��� seconds�

Our third test case �gure �� is a more complex
scene in which we bene�ted from usage of a non�
Lambertian re�ection model� It is a glass of cognac
on a sand�surface� The sand is a fractal surface
with � ������ triangles� on which we have produced
a synthetic sand�texture� We have used a di�use�
specular factor of ��� � using a Lambertian approx�
imation makes the sand look more unnatural and
�at� The caustic in this image was rendered using
approx� �
����� photons� The image was rendered
in �� minutes in the resolution ���x��� with � sam�
ples per pixel� Notice how the red�looking caustic is
formed as light is transmitted through several layers
of glass and cognac� The intensity of each photon is
modi�ed using Beer�s law as the photon is transmit�

ted through a dielectric media�
In the following table we have collected some

statistics of the resources required to render the im�
ages�

Image Photons Preprocess Rendering
Figure �a ������� � min� ����� s�
Figure � �
����� 
� s� ��� s�
Figure �b �
����� 
� s� ��� s�
Figure �c 
�������� �� min� ��� s�
Figure �d 
�������� �� min� ���� s�
Figure � �
����� �
 min� �� min�
Figure �e �
����� �
 min� �� min�
a Applies to all images in �gure �
b Without balancing the photon map
c A reference image demonstrating how the rendering
time is �un�a�ected by the number of photons used

d The same as �c but with an unbalanced photon map
e Without balancing the photon map

As shown in the table we also rendered �gure �
and �gure � without balancing the photon map and
this clearly a�ected the rendering times in particular
as the number of photons increased� The render�
ing times were almost doubled with the unbalanced
version� We also examined how the rendering times
were a�ected as more photons were added and we
rendered �gure � using 
�� million photons corre�
sponding to a data�structure of almost ��� MB� Na�
turally this increased the preprocessing time due to
the extra photons emitted from the light source� The
time used in the balancing algorithm were less than
a minute� As we can see from the table the balancing
algorithm reduces the rendering time with more than
�
 � In general we have noticed that rendering time
with the balanced photon map is only slightly af�
fected as the number of photons is increased� This is
particularly important in situations where high qual�
ity is required or in situations where large parts of
the scene are illuminated by caustics� It also makes
the photon map easier to use since the primary pa�
rameter becomes the amount of memory available�
Currently the user must specify both how many

photons should be generated at the light sources and
how many photons N to use in the radiance com�
putation equation ��� It would be nice to have an
adaptive method that based upon the local density
of the photons determined how many photons to use
in the estimate� In general we have found that it is
quite easy to predict good values for the two param�
eters� If the parameters are badly chosen the caustic
will either become too blurred or too noisy�
The computed caustics are completely view�inde�

pendent even image independent�� We do not need



an initial ray tracing pass to determine the  bucket�
size as the illuminationmap based approaches� This
also means that if very complex caustics are being
visualized the user needs to adjust the number of
photons used according to the desired resolution of
the display� Another solution is just to always use
enough photons if the memory permits it� As we
have shown balancing the photon map kd�tree� al�
most eliminates the dependence of the rendering time
on the number of photons�

The rendering times could also be reduced even
more by optimizing the integration of the photon
map with Schlick�s re�ection model� Since we only
have a discrete set of directions we could bene�t from
lookup tables and save a lot of vector computations�
The next step is integration of the method into a

global illumination algorithm and extending the use
of the photon map to other kinds of indirect illumi�
nation as in ��	�

� Conclusion

We have presented a new algorithm for rendering
caustics on non�Lambertian surfaces� The method
is based on an extension of the photon map and it
renders caustics on procedurally de�ned surfaces� By
balancing the photon map data structure we improve
the rendering time and reduce memory requirements�
The resulting method is fast and general and our
test�images demonstrate that it is possible to achieve
good results using only a limited amount of photons�
The method is therefore useful in existing global il�
lumination techniques in which caustics can be com�
puted separately�
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